Fact Sheet

Sirenum for Care

We Focus On Operations, So You Can Focus On Care
Streamlining staff management for care

Beneﬁts

Whether you run a large family of care homes,
manage a travel nursing agency, or work in a hospital,
managing your people efficiently is key to caring for
your patients with both efficacy and efficiency. Many
care organisations view credentialing as the key
hurdle to efficiency. But our view is that the most
efficiencies are gained by layering credentialing over
scheduling and other staff management processes in a
single platform.

• Build and manage rosters in up to
half the time

With Sirenum’s platform for staff management, care
organisations save time on roster management and
payroll processing while offering unprecedented
accuracy and transparency to end clients. Sirenum
makes it easier than ever for your people to care for
your patients.

• Expedite and streamline payroll
processing

• Improve staff communication
• Easily replace late or unavailable
workers in seconds
• Mitigate health and safety risks
• Accurately calculate staff time and
attendance without interrupting
existing processes

• Simply manage access control
wherever your teams need to be

Sirenum has been an integral technology partner of
Penrose Care. Sirenum’s speed and adaptability at
meeting our needs have been second to none. And the
customer service of Sirenum is phenomenal.
—Robert Stevenson-Padron - Penrose Care
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Scheduling

Building and managing rosters is at the heart
of care operations. Sirenum’s industry-leading
scheduling engine automates roster
management with embedded compliance,
competency, and fatigue and risk
management. You can be conﬁdent that
you’re making it easy for your carers to follow
protocol. Say goodbye to spreadsheets and
say hello to the right person in the right place
at the right time. Every time.

Monitoring

Care organisations need conﬁdence in their
staff’s whereabouts. Scheduling is key, but to
deliver the best service, you need to monitor
your employees as well. Because in the care
industry, it’s not just management that wants
to know the status of care–it’s their family
and friends as well. With the increased
transparency provided by Sirenum monitoring
tools, your clients know when you have cared
for their loved ones.

Financial

Today’s care environment is already
jam-packed with efficiency challenges. The
last thing you want is your operations and
ﬁnance teams burdened with reams of paper
to manage your payroll process. With
automated timesheet and payroll
development, Sirenum removes the need for
double data entry, saving customers up to
75% of payroll processing costs. Sirenum
takes your mind off the paperwork and keeps
it on the care.

MySirenum

The mobile app to
transform your workforce
Calendar management. Shift
approval and trading. Holiday
requests. Granular availability.
MySirenum does all that and
more to give you and your teams
powerful mobile workforce
management at your ﬁngertips.

Learn More

To learn more about how Sirenum can help you build and expand your care business, visit
sirenum.com/care today.
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